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**Basic details**

First name: LESZEK  
Last name: MICKIEWICZ  
Tax Identification Number: 9281844360  
Company number REGON: 080440573  
Company of the entrepreneur: TŁUMACZENIA MICKIEWICZ - LESZEK ADAM MICKIEWICZ

**Contact details**

Email: leszekmickiewicz@gmail.com  
Website address: -

**Address details**

Address of the principal place of economic activity: Górzyn 100, 68-300 Lubsko, district Żary, Lubuskie Province  
Addresses of the additional places of economic activity: -  
Postal address: Górzyn 100, 68-300 Lubsko, district Żary, Lubuskie Province

Entrepreneur is the citizen of the following countries: Poland

---

**Additional details**

Date of economic activity commencement: 2010-06-10  
Date of suspension of individual business: -  
Date of resumption of individual business: -  
Date of cessation of economic activity: -  
Date of removal of an entry from the register: -  
Type of major activity (Code of the Polish Classification of Activities): 74.30.Z Translation and interpretation activities  
Carried types of the activity (Code of the Polish Classification of Activities): 74.30.Z, 85.59.B  
Joint property of spouses: no  
Status of individual economic activity: Active

---

Private partnerships where the entrepreneur is a partner
Prohibitions

Information on bankruptcy / restructuring proceedings

Proxy of the entrepreneur

Only proxies already appointed according to specific regulations (e.g. Civil Code, Administrative Code and others) and in the form provided for in the applicable regulations can be entered into the Central Register and Information on Economic Activity. A proxy must be thoughtfully appointed before entry in to the Register. A power of attorney requires a specific written form that can be presented by a proxy. A power of attorney in CEIDG is not applied in cases conducted under the Tax Law and the Law on fiscal control.

To check the current state of an entry, look for it in the system CEIDG (www.firma.gov.pl) CEIDG REGISTRATION IS FREE OF CHARGE.

In accordance with Article. 33 of the Act on freedom of economic activity - It is presumed that the data entered in the CEIDG are true. If the entered data is contrary to the request or without request, the person registered in CEIDG can not plead against a third party, acting in good faith, allegation that these data are not true, if, after obtaining information about the entry, neglected to come forward immediately with request for correction, addition or deletion of the entry.

This print is compatible with Article. 38 paragraph. 4 of the Act on Freedom of Economic Activity of 2 July 2004, and has the power as certificate of entry in the Central Register and Information on Economic Activity of Poland. Article. 38 paragraph. 5 of the Act on Freedom of Economic Activity - Public authorities can not demand from entrepreneurs to present, send or attach to applications the certificates of registration in CEIDG.
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